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Vocabulary / Units 7 + 8 + 9 
Unit 7 / Video Games Addiction / SB 58 

1- entertaining / enjoyable: pleasant; capable of 

                                            giving pleasure 

9- schedule: timetable 

2- anxiety / stress: a continuous feeling of worry 

                            that prevents you from relaxing 

10- numbness: lack of physical or emotional  

                        feeling 

3- moderately: fairly but not very 11- gain: receive  

4- signs: indicators 12- violent: causing hurt 

5- benefits: helpful or good effects  13- improve: to make “something” better 

6- addict: a person who cannot stop doing or 

                 using something 

14- expert: a person with a high level of  

                   knowledge or skill 

7- well-being: the state of feeling healthy and 

                        happy  

15- identify: to recognize someone or 

                     something 

8- observing: watching  16- professional: with special training or 

                             education 

 

Unit 7 / Questions you always wanted to ask / SB 60 

1- breeze : a light wind  7- extract: to remove or take out something 

2- fairly: more than a little, but less than very 8- recycle: reuse 

3- atmosphere: the mixture of gases around the 

                         Earth  

9- gravity: the force that makes things fall to 

                 the ground 

4- probably: very likely / possibly 10- grip: to hold very tightly 

5- unpolluted: clean 11- handle: deal with 

6- gadget: a small device or machine  

Unit 7 / Activity Book / page 40 

1- store: keep things in a special place for use in 

              the future  

6- iceberg: a very large mass of ice that floats  

                    in the sea  

2- container: an object for holding something  7- melt: become liquid 

3- strike: hit 8- predict: say what will happen in the future 

4- organism: a single living plant, animal, virus  9- crack: break  

5- to form: to exist 10- estimate: to guess 

Unit 8 / The Buried City / SB 60 

1- narrow: not wide 7- crawl: move on hands and legs 

2- alley: a narrow road or path  8- shadow: darkness 

3- space: an empty area  9- spark: fire 

4- bump: hit with force 10- reveal: make known 

5- glitter: shine 11- chamber: room 

6- shape: form 12- moonlit: able to be seen because of the light 

                     of the moon  

 

 



 

Unit 8 / Why I can't remember? / AB 44 

1- memory: ability to remember  7- acronym: an abbreviation consisting of the  

    first letters of each word in the name of  

    something,  

2- memorise: learn something so that you 

                      will remember it  

8- visualize: to form a picture of someone or 

                       something in your mind 

3- tips: pieces of advice 9- item: something which is part of a list  

4- image: mental picture 10- initial: of or at the beginning  

5- associate: connect with someone or  

                     something else  

11- remind: to make someone think of 

                   something they have forgotten  

6- association: when you connected to someone 

                        or something 

12- sequence: the order in which thing follow 

                       each other  

 

Unit 8 / Revision 2 / SB 70 

1- wilderness medicine: emergency care in 

                                       remote regions   

8- take up: begin doing an activity on regular 

                  basis. 

2- impressive: making a positive impression  9- common sense: good judgment   

3- usual: normal 10- sledding: sliding on a sled  

4- to provide: to give what is needed 11- well-stocked: well supplied    

5- remote: at a distance / far away   12- rely on: depend on 

6- qualify: gain a license by passing a test  13- challenging: difficult / hard to do 

7- adapt: change to fit a different condition   

 

Unit 9 / Forces of Nature / SB 72                                            

1- surface: top part or layer of something 9- release: let go 

2- erupt: explode 10- homeless: without home 

3- eruption: explosion 12- shake: move 

4- powerful: having a lot of strength or force  13- measure: size      

5- hurricane: revolving storm 14- resist: fight against 

6- destroy: damage something so badly 15- pressure: push 

7- flood: cover with water 16- tsunami: a giant water wall 

8- earthquake: a sudden violent movement  

                         of the Earth's surface 

17- develop: to grow or change into a more 

                     advanced, larger or stronger form  

 

Unit 9 / Life-saving technology / SB 74 

1- tourist: someone who visits a place for 

                 interest  

7- worried: unhappy because you are thinking 

                   about problems  

2- sink: go down below  8- equipment: tools 

3- coastguard: someone who watches the sea  

                        near to a coast  

9- climber: someone who climbs mountains for 

                   sport 

4- lightning: a flash of bright light in the sky 10- sailor: a person who works on a ship  

5- rescue: save  11- break up: to divide into many pieces  

 

Unit 9 / Dangerous Jobs / SB 72                          

1- firefighter: a person whose job is to stop fires 8- risky: dangerous  

2- put out: stop burning 9- forests: woods 

3- extremely: very  10- exciting: interesting 

4- fisherman: a person who catches fish 11- parachute: to jump from an aircraft using 

                         a parachute 

5- hard: difficult  12- dangerous: serious , not safe 

6- satisfying: making you feel happy 13- waterproof: not allowing water to go through  

7- deal with: to take action 14- terrifying: very frightening 
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